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Association History

Editor’s note:  This is Part one of a four part series de-
scribing the 40 years of the United States Army Warrant 
Officers Association (USAWOA).  This article focuses on 
the creation of the Association, the existing culture of 
the times (early 1970s) and efforts to be the voice for 
the Warrant Officer Corps at a time when the Warrant 
Officer Corps received little recognition or representa-
tion within the Army officer structure.  

As we approach the 40th anniversary of the USAWOA 
in July 2012 it seems appropriate to recount the history 
of the Association during this milestone.  If the USAWOA 
history and accomplishments could be recorded in one 
short article readers might reach the conclusion that we 
haven’t achieved much success.  

This series begins with certain information which 
may be obvious to some, but not to all.  Before listing 
the Association’s involvement and accomplishments over 
the past 40 years it is necessary to briefly describe the 
circumstances leading to establishing our Association 
when many other military officer associations already 
existed.  The simplest answer to that complex question 
was that warrant officers historically have not joined or 
participated in other associations in sufficient numbers 
to raise warrant officer concerns within the larger of-
ficer community, and is still true today.  Numerous local 
warrant officers associations cropped up at various loca-
tions, the most prominent being the warrant officers in 
Europe beginning in the 1950s.  These local associations 
addressed warrant officer concerns at the local level.  A 
national association of Warrant Officers of all Services 
existed in the mid 1950s but was disbanded for lack of 
support from the military leadership and the majority of 
warrant officers.

In the early 1970s the Warrant Officer Corps re-
mained a fragmented group of warrant officers managed 
by their respective career branches resulting in ineq-
uitable policies with the Warrant Officer Corps.  In this 
environment, appointment, assignment, utilization and 
education policies were the purview of the respective 
branches.   As warrant officers banded together to share 
their concerns it was obvious that except for promotion 
and retirement policies there was a vast discrepancy in 

the management and utilization of warrant officers, not 
only at the branch level, but at the command and post 
level as well.

It was in this warrant officer environment in the early 
1970s that the USAWOA was established as a separate 
association.  How do associations operate?  Basically, all 
associations are private organizations who attempt to in-
fluence those in positions of authority to made decisions 
affecting their membership.  Most associations generally 
attempt to influence favorable decisions in three ways:  
Money, Numbers, and Networking.  USAWOA was limited 
in two of these areas as shown below:

Money:  Anyone who reviewed our financial status in 
the 1970s could attest to the fact that we could not afford 
to influence many leaders with financial contributions 
or hosting of social event for Army leaders. Our first few 
newsletters were funded by donations from members.  

Numbers:  As a newly established association we did 
not have a significant portion of the warrant officer force 
since we started with 43 members and did not reach one 
thousand members for several years. Those numbers pale 
in significance when it comes to influencing decisions at 
the national level.  

Networking:   Lacking financial or numerical influ-
ence, the association networked with officials in positions 
of authority at all levels.  Warrant Officers have net-
worked for years at the local level to perform their duties.  
At the national level USAWOA members networked with 
Army staff members, other associations and individuals 
with influence within the officer corps to bring to their at-
tention issues which affected the Warrant Officer Corps.

Since networking was my primary task, first as Presi-
dent and later as the Executive Director for over 25 years, 
I need to clarify the philosophy under which national 
officers and volunteers “networked” for the Association.  
First, the Association identified warrant officer issues 
which were approved as USAWOA positions.  These asso-
ciation positions were normally presented to the national 
office as proposals by individuals, chapters, regions, or 
national officials.  Once the association positions were 
developed and approved by the members at the Annual 
Meetings or by the Board of Directors (BOD) The National 
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Executive Committee (IEXCOM) was charged with imple-
menting these proposals or recommendations. 

 During this time frame there were no Warrant Officers 
assigned as action officers at the Army staff level and only 
one Warrant Officer assigned at the MILPERCEN level re-
sponsible for all Warrant Officer Actions. Also the Warrant 
Officer Division (WOD) did not exist, nor the Warrant Of-
ficer Career College (WOCC), neither Warrant Officer Edu-
cation System (WOES) nor any other acronyms involved 
with Warrant Officer actions at the Army leadership level.  
Added to that disadvantage, there was no email commu-
nication system or social avenues of communication.  Our 
first newsletters were printed on a mimeograph machine. 

Under these restraints the national officers and other 
local Warrant Officers “lobbied” these offices with profes-
sional information in support of our position in the old 
fashioned way with official letters, visits, calls, and per-
sonal contacts in a courteous professional manner. A small 
dedicated group of Warrant Officers from the local area, 
both aviation and non-aviation networked to determine 
the decision level of the various proposals and recom-

mendations received from the field and with the help of 
CW4 Mike Yates, CW4 Dick Sauer, CW4 Bob Hamilton, CW4 
Frank Stamey, CW4 Bob Scott, CW3 Al Cox and many oth-
ers with staff experience at Army level provided invaluable 
assistance in contacting the appropriate officials in our 
areas of Warrant Officer concerns.

Another obstacle to overcome in the early 1970s was 
the initial perception of USAWOA by many mid-level and 
senior officers.  They were familiar with the concept of the 
“Warrant Officer Protective Association” (WOPA) an unoffi-
cial gathering which existed at local levels within the   War-
rant Officer ranks at various locations and were concerned 
that USAWOA was a resurrection of WOPA.  The USAWOA 
objective was, and still is, to work within the system to 
build a reputation as a professional association dedicated 
to recommending improvements in the Army and the 
Corps and to dispel the image of the WOPA. The newly 
formed Association adopted a logo of Professionalism, 
Representation and Recognition.  The USAWO was, and 
continues to be, committed to addressing professional, not 
personal concerns.  As the Association focused on Warrant 
Officer legislation, regulations and policies which affect 
procurement, utilization, education, promotion separation 
and retirement, the  WOPA perception died.

Networking continues to be the primary means of ac-
complishing the USAWOA mission which resulted in much 
time spent coordinating with others who share similar 
goals and objectives for the Warrant Officer Corps.  In 
many cases, the Association was the catalyst for these 
objectives.  In other cases, USAWOA supported the ini-
tiatives of individuals in the chain of command, or other 
associations when the objective benefited warrant officers.  
Often, the USAWOA position was sought when Warrant 
Officer policies were being developed by the Army staff 
before a final decision was made.  In future articles I will 
cite specific examples of Association involvement encom-
passing all the above situations.  

The point emphasized in this initial article is that by 
“networking” USAWOA involved many individuals who 
supported our common goal.  I cannot, with integrity, 
claim that USAWOA alone was responsible for the actions 
that have improved the Warrant Officer Corps.  I can, with 
integrity, claim that many of the actions USAWOA initiated 
and supported were approved because the Association, 
representing the warrant officers in the field presented 
factual information to the leadership in a professional 
manner.  I am convinced that the professional foundation 
of the USAWOA built in those early years is a tremendous 
accomplishment in itself. USAWOA was recognized by 
other military associations and the military community as 
the voice for the Warrant Officer Corps, not because of the 
work of the national officials but because many warrant 
officers believed their capabilities far exceeded what was 
expected of them by the Army leadership.

Having laid the groundwork for explaining how and 
why the Association was formed, Part two in this series 
will address the USAWOA involvement in the formation 
of the Warrant Officer Division (WOD) and other early 
1970s issues.  A
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Editor’s note:  This is Part two of a four part series de-
scribing the 40 years of the United States Army Warrant 
Officers Association (USAWOA).  This second article fo-
cuses on the accomplishments during the 1970s era.

Last month I described why the Association was 
formed and how it initially operated.  This article will ad-
dress the USAWOA involvement in the formation of the 
Warrant Officer Division (WOD) and other early 1970s 
issues.

An initial hurdle to an improved Warrant Officer 
Corps was the fragmented warrant officer management 
at Department of the Army (DA) level.  A Warrant Officer 
Aviation Branch was formed in 1965 to manage all aviation 
warrant officers because of the increased aviation require-
ments during the Vietnam conflict.  All other Warrant Of-
ficers continued to be managed by their respective career 
branches.

The USAWOA learned of an ongoing 1972 study per-
taining to the reorganization of the Officer Personnel Office 
(OPO), the forerunner of The Military Personnel Center 
(MILPERCEN).  This study focused on reorganizing the 
management of commissioned officer personnel manage-
ment by Branch, e.g. Infantry, Engineer, Ordnance, etc., to 
that of management by grade, e.g. colonel, field grade  and 
company grade officers. 

Recognizing that a window of opportunity was open 
for a consolidation of Warrant Officers under one umbrella 
rather than consolidating with company grade officers, the 
early Association national officers geared their efforts to 
identifying and meeting with Army leaders who could influ-
ence the decision to establish a separate Warrant Officer 
Division.  Our guest speaker at the first Annual Meeting 
of the Members (AMM) in 1973 was MG Sidney Berry, 
Commander, Military Personnel Center (MILPERCEN).  MG 
Berry spent three hours at the USAWOA business meeting 
prior to being our guest speaker.  He stated that he learned 
more about Warrant Officers in his three hour visit at the 
AMM than at his time as Commander, MILPERCEN.     

Other key members contacted in support of the WOD 
were the ODCSPER commissioned officers responsible for 
the Warrant Officer program at the Army level.  No War-
rant Officers were assigned to the Army staff at the Deputy 
Chief of Staff for Personnel (DCSPER) level. COL Ted Crozier, 
Chief, Aviation Warrant Officer Branch was also our guest 
speaker in 1973.  Our guest speaker for the 1974 Annual 
Meeting was Secretary of the Army (SA) Howard “Bo” 
Galloway, who became a strong warrant officer advocate 
because of his first time exposure at our AMM.  

We were also fortunate in that the Chief of the AG 
Branch, COL Robert Joyce, was a strong supporter of 
consolidated warrant officer management.  He provided 
valuable support and guidance to the USAWOA in identify-
ing professional benefits to the Army and the Corps in a 
centralized warrant officer management.  One of the major 
benefits of a consolidated warrant officer management 
was the opportunity to establish a Professional Develop-
ment program for all Warrant Officers which would be 
consistent among the various specialties.  Because of the 
efforts of USAWOA and many other supporters of consoli-
dated Warrant Officer management, the WOD was ap-
proved and organized in May 1975 as part of the overall 
Office of Personnel Operations (OPO) reorganization of 
management philosophy as mentioned above.

The USAWOA’s role in the establishment of the WOD 
was recognized by the Army leadership.  COL Robert Joyce, 
the first WOD Chief, immediately began a series of monthly 
articles in the NEWSLINER and succeeding Division Chiefs 
continued that practice.  OPO and MILPERCEN command-
ers also provided articles for the NEWSLINER.  LTG Harold 
Moore was the DCSPER during our inception.  He was the 
USAWOA AMM speaker twice and a strong Warrant Officer 
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supporter.  Army DCSPERs during our history have 
supported the USAWOA by addressing our Annual 
Meetings. Other speakers through the 1970s included 
succeeding DCSPERs and other key Army leaders ad-
dressed our Association.   

In addition, the WOD Chief and career manage-
ment officers provided career guidance at AMMs and 
at European Region conventions and professional 
development officers attended chapter meetings 
throughout the country and in Europe and Korea in 
support of the USAWOA.  The relationship with WOD, 
ODCSPER and the Army leadership was critical in es-
tablishing and maintaining USAWOA as a professional 
Association.

The recognition of the USAWOA was not limited to 
involvement with the WOD but the visibility opened 
up other areas of concern for better representation 
of Warrant Officers as an integral part of the officer 
corps. The following issues are just a few of the rec-
ommendations provided by our members, chapters, 
and regions.  These recommendations were voted on 
by the membership at the AMMs or approved by the 
Board of Directors (BOD) for submission to the appro-
priate authorities and implemented by the Depart-
ment of the Army during the 1970s. 

•  The disparity in aviation flight pay was narrowed
 and then equalized.

•  Concurrent travel for CW4s and promotable CW3s
was authorized.

•  Appropriate field grade quarters for CW4s and
promotable CW3s was authorized.

•  Warrant Officer career management programs
were implemented for all Warrant officer career
fields.

•  The Warrant Officer Senior Course was
established and USAWOA was invited to address
the first class.

•  Warrant officers were appointed to serve on
Warrant Officer promotion boards.

•  Civilian education opportunities were expanded
for Warrant Officers in all specialties.

•  A Warrant Officer position was established in the
Officer Chief for Army Reserve for Warrant
Officer policy issues.

•  Warrant officers were included in DA teams
visiting installations in CONUS and overseas.

•  Additional duties performed by Warrant Officers
were clarified.

These advances, on a piecemeal basis, were the 
forerunners of major advances in the Warrant Officer 
program.  The USAWOA’s role in the above actions 
and many more, was to identify those issues which 
would improve the Corps, provide the rationale for 
the recommended changes, forward the recommen-
dations to the Army leadership for decisions and then 
use every available means to keep those issues on the 
front burner with all those who were involved in the 
decision making process.  

As we gained the respect of the Army leadership 
in those early years, the Association turned its atten-
tion to internal matters.  To ensure we maintained a 
professional image for our membership and to estab-
lish standards of excellence within our Association, 
USAWOA implemented several actions beginning in 
the early 1970s:
•  Instituted a merger with the European Warrant

Officers Association in 1973 to ensure Warrant
Officer representation with one voice.

Continued from page 3.
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•  Incorporated in the Commonwealth of Virginia in
       1974.
•  Accepted as a full member of the Council of

Military Organizations (COMO) in 1976.  COMO
was the forerunner of The Military Coalition
(TMC) and USAWOA became one of the 16
charter members of TMC and provided USAWOA

 with the expertise of stronger associations not
       only in legislative, but in administrative matters 
       as well.
•  Institutionalized bylaws and administrative

manuals to standardize chapter, region and
national policies within the Association.

•  Initiated a program to recognize the distinguished
and honor graduates at Warrant Officer courses.

•  Initiated a Warrant Officer and Spouse of the Year
and other recognition programs.

•  Initiated a program with the American Council of

       Education (ACE) to award civilian education credit 
       for Warrant Officer service.
•  Initiated action with the editor of the “Officers
Guide” to include Warrant Officer related information 
in their publication which previously excluded war-
rant officers.

Next month’s article, Part three, will cover the 
USAWOA in the 1980s.  A major overhaul of the War-
rant Officer program would begin a new era  which 
would lead to redefining the role of the Warrant 
Officer, beginning with the definition, recruiting, 
promotion, utilization, military and civilian educa-
tion, commissioning and much more.  The role of 
the USAWOA in the transition of the Warrant Officer 
Corps in the 1980s was instrumental in identifying 
and addressing professional concerns to bring the 
Warrant Officer Corps into the mainstream of the of-
ficer corps.   A
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Editor’s  note:    Last  month  Part  2  described  the  involve-‐

involvement  in  the  1980s.
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Last month we described the involvement of the As-
sociation during the 1980s. This final article (Part 4) will 
address the role of the USAWOA from the early 1990s to 
the present.

The 1990s were major turning points for our Associa-
tion in many ways as we stepped up our activities within 
the Corps.  We entered the decade with the confidence 
that USAWOA made a difference in the 1980s and vowed 
to continue to address the professional concerns of the 
future.  This article is divided into two parts.  First, our 
continued focus on the professional development of the 
Corps, externally, and then our “in house” activities, inter-
nally, to improve our organizational and fiscal policies.

EXTERNALLY
One of our most daunting tasks was to mount a 

marketing strategy to support the passage of the Warrant 
Officer Management Act (WOMA).  It is worth noting that 
the passage of WOMA did not occur until five years after 
the Total Warrant Officer System (TWOS) was approved by 
the Army Chief of Staff in 1985.

In the meantime, USAWOA was busy. A letter writ-
ing campaign was undertaken and each representatives 
and senator was contacted by mail. (Remember this was 
before the age of email).  Personal visits were made to key 
congressional members and staff.  The WOMA had been 
drafted by the Army with input from Warrant Officers on 
the Army staff, and had the support of the other Services, 
but was bottlenecked in the Office of Management and 
Budget (OMB).  USAWOA persuaded Congressman Charles 
Bennett (FL) to introduce a separate bill in the House of 
Representative to help eliminate the OMB roadblock.  The 
Senate version was later introduced by Senator John Mc-
Cain (AZ).

The Military Coalition (TMC) was marshaled in sup-
port of this landmark legislation for Warrant Officers and 
they willingly placed it on their list of priority legislative 
issues to pursue with Congress.  The bill was subsequently 
included in the Defense Authorization Act and passed into 
law on 5 December 1991.  Many of the major elements of 
TWOS had been initiated by the Army staff but the passage 
of WOMA gave the Army the legislative tools needed to 
institutionalize a Warrant Officer program.  USAWOA was, 
and continues to be, a strong supporter of the provisions 
of WOMA which included: 

*Creation of a CW5 grade; 
*A single promotion system; 
*Selective early retirement; 
*Below the zone for CW4 and CW5;  
*Selected continuation in grade;
*RA Warrant Officers authorized as members on
   RA promotion boards;
*Position coding;
*Management by WO Service; and a
*Revised education system  

The USAWOA participated in the dialogue and our 
input was solicited by the Army Leadership in all phases of 
these major personnel management improvements to the 
Corps. 

The management policies for the Corps took another 
giant step forward when the Warrant Officer Leader 
Development Decision Network (WOLDN) was activated 
on 2 May 1992.  The WOLDN formulated a Warrant Of-
ficer Leader Development Plan (WOLDAP) applicable to 
both Active Component (AC) and Reserve Component 
(RC) personnel.  The WOLDAP consisted of representatives 
from the Army staff; major commands; Warrant Officer 
Branch proponents and selected other agencies, including 
the USAWOA.  The WOLDAP recommendations, approved 
by the Army Chief of Staff on 18 February 1992, included 
establishing Warrant Officer life cycle models for each 
MOS; standardizing the Warrant Officer Training System; 
standardizing selection criteria and accession goals; estab-
lishing a Warrant Officer Career Center (WOCC), improving 
RC Warrant Officer recruiting; institutionalizing Warrant 
Officer roles, duties and responsibilities; raising civilian  
educational goals; retaining Warrant Officer insignia and 
centralized management.

These management improvements are cited to illus-
trate that these same issues had been raised through USA-
WOA channels by Warrant Officers in the field many years 
previously.  Why weren’t they implemented earlier?  In the 
past these issues were often raised as isolated issues and 
impacted on other initiatives which the Army leadership 
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did not have the time, resources, or inclination to look 
at the big picture.  For the first time, the WOLDP had the 
resources, the Warrant Officer expertise and the support 
of the Army leadership to look at the total Warrant Officer 
Corps package through the vehicle of the WOLDAP.

As these important Warrant Officer actions evolved, 
the WOCC, dedicated on 1 October 1992, began to assert 
itself as the focal point for Warrant Officer professional 
and leader development issues and initiatives.  The WOCC 
was charged with training and educating all Warrant Of-
ficer candidates and providing branch immaterial profes-
sional military education for selected senior Warrant Of-
ficers.  The WOCC was also responsible for overseeing and 
assessing all Warrant Officer common-core training, and 
maintaining liaison with the Army agencies and Warrant 
Officer Branch School proponents.    Prior to the inception 
of the WOCC, the Warrant Officer Division, Army Personnel 
Command (PERSCOM) was the primary point of contact for 
Warrant Officer actions that were not proponent related.  
As the years passed and PERSOM was deactivated ,  the 
WOCC’s  role as executive agent for warrant officer com-
mon core education expanded to include responsibilities 
such as providing cohort input into doctrinal references, 
hosting  Leader Development Conferences and providing 
“as needed” cohort related information to the Army senior 
leadership.   The WOCC’s mission, outstanding staff and 
available assets made the organization the logical agency 
to address many of the Warrant Officer Proponency re-
lated issues previously directed to PERSCOM.

The laws, policies, procedures and structure were 
falling in place for the Warrant Officer Corps of the next 
century.  Warrant Officers are assigned in key positions 
on the Army staff, major commands and the WOCC staff.   
The drawdown of the Army, including the Warrant Officer 
Corps dictates that Warrant Officers will be tested in re-
sponsible positions at every level of the Army.  The future 
of the Warrant Officer Corps hinges on the WOCC’s ability 
to train and motivate Warrant Officers to meet that chal-
lenge.  USAWOA has pushed for improved Warrant Officer 
military and civilian education from its inception.  USAWOA 
leaders have addressed Warrant Officer candidates as well 
as senior Warrant Officers attending numerous classes.  

The 2000s ushered in additional  attention to the Corps 
within the Army with the approval of  23 of 24 changes to 
the  Warrant Officer Personnel Management system; The 
Army Training and Leader Development Plan  (ATLDP)  for 
Warrant Officers reported major changes for the Corps;  
CW5 Dan Logan was appointed as the First Warrant Officer 
Advisor to the Chief of Staff , Army (CSA) ; The  Vice Chief 
of Staff Army (VCSA) signed a Charter establishing the 
Senior Warrant Officer Advisory Council (SWOAC) with the 
mission to serve as a continuing body to introduce, review 
and address potential issues concerning Army systems, 
policies and programs designed to produce ready and 
relevant Warrant Officers who are capable of supporting 
the Army mission in their roles as Soldiers, officers lead-
ers, and technicians across the full spectrum of operational 
environments.  

On 12-13 July 2011, the 37th Chief of Staff, Army (CSA) 
hosted the Army’s Training and Leader Development Con-
ference (ATLDC) in the National Capital Region.  General 

Martin E. Dempsey, (CSA), articulated the way ahead for 
the Army in areas that ran the gamut from end strength 
to the new Officer Evaluation Report.  For the Warrant Of-
ficer cohort, the 2011 ATLDC was a historic event in every 
regard since this marked the first time an invitation was 
extended to Senior Warrant Officers. The following Chief 
Warrant Officer of the Branches (CWOB) and Regimental 
Chief Warrant Officers (RCWO) attended on behalf of their 
branches. (Warrant officers identified in the August 2011 
NEWSLINER).

INTERNALLY
Now to a few issues that were not as exciting, but just 

as important for our Association to continue to represent 
all Warrant Officers.  In April 1990 the Board of Direc-
tors celebrated the burning of the mortgage of our newly 
acquired national office suite just one year after it was 
purchased.  

Continued from page 3.
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Our move to a permanent office complex provided an 

opportunity to upgrade our facilities and our service to our 
members.  The Board began a long-range plan to network 
the office computer system and upgrade our computer 
hardware.  The NEWSLINER was converted from a news-
paper to a magazine format.  A toll free 800 number was 
installed to improve member services; the awards program 
was expanded to recognize members, spouses; regions, 
chapters and individuals in keeping with our increased 
emphasis on recognition. The Association opened the new 
decade with a USAWOA College Scholarship Program for 
USAWOA family members.  More recent additions include 
a USAWOA Home Page on the World Wide Web and ever 
expanding e-mail capabilities to communicate with less 
expense and in a timelier manner.  

Much credit for these internal improvements in office 
management is due to President Emeritus CW4 (Ret) Bob 
Scott for his continuous work on implementing and updat-
ing our Association administrative manuals and to CW5 
(Ret) Dave Welsh for implementing and maintaining our 
home page and other computer resources.  Past Presi-
dent CW5 (Ret) Frank Meeks volunteered to organize and 
continues to maintain our USAWOA Portal.   Past Presi-
dent CW4 (Ret) Frank Stamey has served on our Scholar-
ship Foundation and is providing invaluable assistance in 
editing the NEWSLINER and other written materials.  Not 

only are these talented past presidents working internally, 
they have also taken on the responsibility of organizing 
separate Foundations to serve our Warrant Officer com-
munity.  CW4 (Ret) Scott in founding the USAWOA Schol-
arship Foundation and CW5 (Ret) Welsh for founding the 
Warrant Officer Heritage Foundation, both independent 
foundations, and for CW5 (Ret) Frank Meeks for accepting 
the position as Chairman of the USAWOA Past Presidents’ 
Council and serving since its inception.    These individuals 
have been the institutional memory of your Association 
and have volunteered thousands of hours to ensure that 
our Association remains current in these critical areas.   

Our national elected officers serve two year terms of 
service, some more than one term and others in multiple 
offices.  They are all owed a debt of gratitude for their 
contributions.  Many have served as officers without the 
help of an employed  Executive Director so their availability 
to perform their duties  were often restricted by full time 
employment, but their dedication and commitment were 
obvious.   USAWOA has been fortunate through the years 
to be blessed with the loyal dedicated service of two paid 
staff persons.  Our current, loyal, dedicated and talented 
employees, Herb Rundgren and Terri Casteel, have been 
the continuity in the daily operations of our Association 
for many years, mostly without an Executive Director.  Our 
new Executive Director, CW5 (Ret) Jack Du Teil, is already 
relying on their knowledge and experience to keep the As-
sociation moving forward professionally.   

Our Annual Meetings of the Members (AMM) in the 
90s and beyond were hosted by chapters or regions in 
various locations, including European Region.  The Army 
leadership provided key speakers and the Warrant Officer 
Division (WOD) Chief was a major speaker at every AMM 
until the WOD was deactivated and Warrant Officers were 
transferred to their respective Branches for management.  
Other Army staff members provided Professional Develop-
ment Seminars along with key members of the Warrant 
Officer community were appreciated but we should not 
lose sight of the participation by chapters and individual 
Warrant Officers who are concerned about the future of 
the Corps will determine that future.   The Association will 
never be measured by the size of our Corps but by the 
professionalism of its members. 

HAmPTON ROADS cHAPTER
     CW3 JOSEPH J SWARTOUT             NEW PRESIDENT
     CW5 GEORGE K GONSALVES JR     PAST PRESIDENT

New Chapter Presidents
NORTHERN LIGHTS cHAPTER

       CW5 JAMES H KEYES            NEW PRESIDENT
       CW3 RODRICK TUMLIN        PAST PRESIDENT

RAZORBAcK cHAPTER (AL) cHAPTER
    CW3 JERRY E. LASITER                NEW PRESIDENT

FORT BRAGG SILVER cHAPTER
       WO1 JOHN R BOSTIC JR              NEW PRESIDENT
       CW3 ROMULO P SANTO JR         PAST PRESIDENT




